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Section 1: Overview

1 3D-Link Technical Specification:

2 Rotate C-Axis:
Drive System 400W Digital AC Servo Amplifier/Motor w/ 2048 PPR encoder
Rotational Speed: 60-RPM Maximum/ 3000 RPM motor speed rated at full torque.
Rotational Gearing: 30:1 Precision Gear head / 9 arc-min backlash
Rotational Features: Full 360 endless rotation without torch lead coil up issues

Auto home at power up prompting.
Home to proximity switch input
Auto aligns to tangent angle of next cut segment

Rotate Accuracy +/- .5 Degree
Rotate Repeatability +/- .25 Degree

3 Tilt A- Axis:
Drive System 200W Digital AC Servo Amplifier/ Motor w/ 2048 PPR encoder
Tilt Speed: 17-RPM Maximum/ 3000 RPM motor speed rated at full torque.
Tilt Gearing: Cam follower direct drive
Tilt Features: Auto home at power up prompting.

Home to proximity switch input
+/- 47 degree mechanical tilting action
Tilt Over travel proximity switch inputs
Stationary tilt with arc on
Desired angle set during motion trajectory for thick plate beveling
Variable angle beveling

Tilt Accuracy +/- .5 Degrees
Tilt Repeatability +/- .25 Degrees
Tilt Cut Angle +45, -40 Degrees

4 THC/ Lift Axis:
Drive System 400W Digital AC Servo Amplifier/ Motor w/ 2048 PPR encoder
THC Brake: +24VDC holding brake with servo off
THC Speed: 230 IPM / 3000 RPM motor speed rated at full continuous torque.
THC Gearing: 100:1 Precision Gear head / 9 arc-min backlash.
THC Features: CNC integrated real-time arc voltage control

Real time kerf crossing detection
THC auto enable/disable
Arc voltage auto set
Kerf compensation amendment through program code
Nozzle contact plate sensing

THC Accuracy +/- .004 inches
THC Repeatability +/- .001 inches
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5 Plasma power supply:

The 3D-link beveling system currently utilizes the following plasma power supplies:

Innerlogic Proline 2200
Innerlogic Proline 2260

These systems provide superior cut quality for beveling applications. Top rounding is
minimal and the cut face is flat and smooth. The outer retaining cap of the torch is
tapered at 45 degrees to allow beveling up to 45-degree angles without excessive arc
voltage requirements. The Proline 2200 provides consumables for 70, 100, and 200 amps
beveling up to 1-inch maximum thickness at 45 degrees. The Proline 2260 provides
consumables for 70,100,200 and 275 amps beveling up to a maximum thickness of 1.5
inches at 35 degrees.

6 Sensor THC:

The Sensor THC (torch height controller) is an arc-voltage height control that integrates
directly with the CNC for a true closed loop operation. This allows the CNC to precisely
know the exact torch to work standoff distance at any point in time during a cutting
process with arc on. Using the Sensor THC has greatly improved the beveling process as
well as simplifying the program code. The CNC directly commands the motion of the
lifter. The lifter axis consists of a 400W Digital AC servo drive and brake motor coupled
to an high precision planetary 100:1 ratio gear reducer for sooth precise motion.

Key Features: All parameter settings are done within the controller. There is no remote
pendant.

- Torch standoff adjustments/amendments are made in real time.
- Kerf crossing detection. Allows torch to cross over a gap without adjustment to

height.
- Test feature to find required arc voltage by simply defining the standoff distance

you wish to maintain.
- Automatic IHS (initial height sensing). The initial pierce height is set using ohmic

nozzle contact. This precisely sets the piercing height and therefore cut height
after piercing completes.

- Preflow during IHS allows the preflow gas to start while the IHS is being
performed. As soon as the torch retracts to the piercing height the torch is then
fired.

- Automatic restart feature allows operator to define number of attempts to try
restarting automatically in the case to torch for some reason misfired on the first
attempt. Usually set to twice. If a failure occurred twice most likely the tip is
damaged or gas flow is low.

- Tracking of consumable life.
- Full or partial raise in-between cuts. Operator can define the retract distance.
- THC on/off is solely a function of the controller. No special coding is required.
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7 Voyager IIITM Shape Cutting Control

Description and features

Designed specifically for the needs of the shape cutting professional, Hypertherm
Automation PC based CNC controls set the standard for the thermal cutting industry
utilizing proprietary Graphical User Interface (GUI) and SoftMotion Technologies. A
powerful Windows XP platform provides an easy to use operational interface with unique
features, real time status information and multiple language support resulting in increased
productivity.

The Voyager IIITM offers the user increased performance and greater flexibility utilizing a
15” touch screen display, 2.4Ghz Intel processor, advanced software features and a
unique SERCOS/Analog machine interface.

System Features

Operating system Microsoft Windows XP

Processor Intel 2.4Ghz or greater
Display 15” high resolution TFT
Memory 256 megabytes RAM
Hard Drive 60.0 Gigabyte or greater
Communication Two RS232/422 Serial Ports
Additional Drives CD/DVD Rom Drive
USB Interface Three USB 2.0 ports (two front & one rear)
RFI/EMI Shielding Complete Opto-Isolation and Grounding
I/O 32 lines of user definable positive logic I/O (16In/16Out),

expandable to 48/48. Up to six analog inputs for Speed
Pots and Sensor THC interface.

Supportable Axes Standard 2; optional expansion of up to 6 Axes. SERCOS
Option available for support of up to 12 axes.

Dimensions 16.3”(414.7) wide X 19.9” (507) tall x 16.6” deep
Weight 50lbs. (22.67 Kg)
Oper. Environment 0 to 50C; 95% relative humidity (non-condensing)

On-board Voltage and temperature Sensing
Power Universal Input
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8 How Sensor THC works:

Once the M07 plasma start code is executed the lifter is commanded down at maximum
speed until the start IHS distance is reached. This distance it determined by user
parameter. At this time the lifter slows to the IHS speed and continues down towards the
material. If the preflow during IHS is enabled the preflow gases start and the hold
ignition output activates. This allows the preflow to occur prior to retracting to the
piercing height. The hold ignition output prevents the firing of the actual plasma arc.

Once the nozzle makes contact with the material downward motion is immediately
halted. The torch then rises at the slow IHS speed until the short between the nozzle and
material is opened. The lifter is then commanded to the piercing height at full speed.
Once at the piercing height the hold ignition signal is removed and the torch fires
immediately, since the preflow has occurred during the IHS sequence.

The pierce timer then runs. Once time expires the torch is immediately positioned to the
cut height. The cut height is the standoff distance represented by the actual arc voltage to
maintain during the cut. This is most important when beveling plate.

Motion to perform the kerf offset is then executed. This allows torch to move away from
the slag pile created from the piercing. A clear path leading into the path is then created.
The head is then aligned to the next segment of motion.

The head is then tilted to the desired angle. Once the angle is completely set motion along
the path begins. During the kerf-offset move, alignment of the head and setting of the
angle the torch height controller is locked out. This is an automatic function of the
controller.

Once the machine has accelerated to a defined percentage of the cutting speed the
controller enables the THC. Once enabled the CNC commands the lifter at maximum
speed toward the set point arc voltage. As it nears the set point the speed is automatically
reduced to prevent overshooting the target arc voltage. This is referred to as the voltage
tracking stage. When the height control is first enabled it begins tracking the actual arc
voltage and moving towards the target arc voltage.

Once the CNC reads two samples of the set point arc voltage within a defined period of
time it becomes locked onto the set point. Once locked on the THC will maintain the set
point arc voltage precisely within .1 arc volts moving the torch very small increments
precisely. The tracking stage and indication of when the THC has locked on can be
monitored directly and displayed. This is set up in the watch window
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Note: The tracking stage to lock on stage occurs very quickly. At the moment the THC is
enabled the difference between the set point and actual arc voltage determines the time to
lock on. If the difference is large the duration increases due to increased time to
reposition the torch. If the set point voltage and actual arc voltage closes match, at the
time the THC is enabled, the lock on is immediate. We have added special coding within
the post software to ensure quick lock on based upon the next angle processed. This
greatly reduces the overall corner loop size required.

Note: Precisely tracking the actual arc voltage is the key to plasma beveling. The torch
must only move in very small increments during the cutting. The lifter must also move
very smoothly and precisely. Any major increases or decreases to the standoff when
cutting on an angle will drastically impair the appearance of the cut face.

Once the THC has locked onto the set point arc voltage it has the ability to detect a kerf
crossing or gap in material. Once the inner edge of the gap is approached the arc voltage
immediately increases. Since the CNC constantly monitors the arc voltage in real time the
CNC detects this increase. If the increase exceeds a defined limit the CNC determines
this increase to be a kerf crossing and immediately disables the THC. The THC therefore
is locked out before any adjustments are made to the torch height. The torch then travels
over the kerf maintaining the same standoff distance to the material. Once the arc travels
past the outer edge of the kerf and material is again present under the torch the arc
voltage stabilizes. The CNC detects that the arc voltage has stabilized and starts tracking
the arc voltage again during a re-acquire time period. If after this period the actual arc
voltage closely matches the set point the lock on occurs. This all occurs within a fraction
of a second. The torch therefore has traveled over a gap in material without moving the
torch position. This action is the most important function that must occur to plasma bevel
cut consistently and accurately. This feature prevents special coding to turn on and off the
THC when crossing kerfs. Coding when to enable and disable the THC doesn’t work.
Adding the M-codes becomes a timing issue that changes based upon each individual
situation. The codes are not executing in real time and therefore the delays associated
prevent a good end result. In most cases the torch is raised or lowered once the THC is
re-enabled by M-code and causes the bevel angle to be effected. The sensor THC
eliminates this situation.
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9 Variable Identity Codes:

V600F… Plasma 1 Arc Voltage: This sets the desired arc voltage required per degree
of angle. If part to be processed has multiply angles this code is used within the part
program prior to commanding the angle.

V601F… Plasma 1 Pierce Time: Sets time for initial pierce. Set at start of program. Set
once during program execution.

V602F… Plasma 1 pierce Height Factor: This is a percentage of the actual cut height.
Set to 100% is equal to valve of cut height. Set at start of program. Set once within part
program, based upon material thickness and amperage selected.
V603F… Plasma 1 Cut Height: This is the height that the torch is immediately adjusted
to after the pierce time has expired. If the pierce height factor is less than 100% the torch
will raise to the cut height after pierce time has expired. If pierce height factor is set
above 100 % the torch will lower to cut height after pierce time has expired. Set once
within part program, based upon material thickness and amperage selected.

NOTE: V600F…-V603F… codes will be posted near beginning of program
before torch is started. The values I assume are called from an attribute table of
some sort. Values will be set prior to each pierce point necessary to process the
part

NOTE: V600F…Code will be required anytime prior to an angle change within
the part program based on material thickness and desired angle to amend the torch
to work standoff height.

10 Tilt / Rotator Codes:

G00Avalue Sets the tilt angle. A is the angle is degrees. A minus sign represents a
negative angle. Code block separate line. Tilt action will occur at maximum tilt speed set
within parameter.
Example: G00A30 G00A-30

G00AvalueFvalue Sets the tilt angle as above with commanded speed. This will be used
mainly at the start of cuts immediately following an M07 (plasma start), where angle and
arc on needs to be established prior to motion. This normally done cutting inside holes,
which require a bevel angle or when bevel is required on first segment performed in a
part.
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11 Linear Interpolation with angle:

G01 X… Y… A-30 Sets tilt angle only during motion profile. The tilting occurs at a feed
rate required to tilt to desired angle from beginning to end of motion block. If the block
isn’t long enough for the tilting to occur at the necessary feed rate to complete the angle
desired, then tilting action will not be performed. This is also implemented in G02 or G03
motion blocks.

NOTE: The feed rate of the tilting is automatically determined based upon
length of motion segment and degree of angle commanded. AvalueFvalue is
not permitted with a motion segment.

M28 Disables the follower or rotational axis.
M29 Enables the follower or rotational axis.
M90 Aligns the rotator with tangent angle of next cut segment to be executed.

NOTE: The M29 must always be executed before a M90.

M75 A axis/Tilt Go to Home Cmd-Rapid index. Used mainly to command tilt axis
back to home at end of cut. Could be used at any point to rapid back to 0 degrees.

M76 C axis/Rotate Go to Home Cmd-Rapid index. Used mainly to command the
rotational axis to home position after cut.

12 Kerf Compensation Codes: D codes

G59 D1-200Xvalue Loads the kerf table within the CNC with required kerf
compensation values. The G41,G42, and G43 codes are used then to extract and apply
these values to offset the torch to the motion when called for within the part program.
The compensation amount applied will be based upon material thickness, amperage and
bevel angle.

G41 D1-D200 Applies kerf compensation (tool offset), to the left of the following motion
segment. Amount of compensation applied called from D table values 1 through 200.

G42 D1-D200 Same as with G41 except compensation adjusted is done to the right of the
segment.

13 G43 D1-D200 Changes the kerf amount. Maintains the previously
set compensation side to the left or right of the segment.
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14 Plasma Start/Stop:

M07 Plasma Start
M08 Plasma Stop

15 Feed Rates: F codes

F100 Absolute speed. 100 IPM.

16 Height Sensor Codes:

M50 Height Sensor Disable
M51 Height Sensor Enable

17 End of Program:

M02

18 Example Program

Example: Line 2 type corner loop style. +/- 30 degree angles. 4 inch square.
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With a line 2 open type the hypotenuse of the triangular corner loop is cut. The arc
voltage required for next bevel angle is amended during the hypotenuse of the
corner loop.

(NC FILE NAME : Line 2 Open)
(DATE: 11/30/2005)
(MATERIAL TYPE = MS)
(THICKNESS = 0.500)
G20
G91
G92X0.000Y0.000
G59V601F0.3 (set pierce time)
G59V602F150 (set pierce height percentage of cut height)
G59V603F.17 (set cut height)
N1 G59D1X0.0000 (load kerf data table in CNC for all bevel angles)
N2 G59D2X0.2500
N3 G59D3X0.2000
N4 G59D4X0.2300
M19 (cancel all selected stations)
G40 (remove any kerf compensation)
M28 (disable the rotation/follower axes)
M37T1 (select station #1, 3D-link)
G00X6. Y1.1887
G59V603F0.28 (cut height per angle)
G59V602F100 (pierce height factor equal to cut height)
M51 (sensor THC enable)
G59 V600 F150 (set arc voltage per angle)
M07 (start torch initial height sensing sequence)
G41 D2 (set kerf compensation per degree of angle)
M29 (enable the rotation /follower axes)
M90 (align perpendicular next cut segment)
G00A35. (Position torch to commanded angle)
F100. (set feedrate to process next cut segment)
G01 X-0.5 Y0. (Lead-in length 2 segment for bevel technical file for commanded angle)
G01 X-1. Y0. (Lead-in length 2 segment)
G01 X-4. Y0. (Commanded cut length of part profile)

This completes the first cut segment. The lead-out from the part path begins the 1st
corner loop. Any time a line 2 type loop is performed the angle is brought back to 0
degrees before finishing the cut. After corner loop segment length 2 is processed
torch remains on and height amended during hypotenuse segment of corner loop.

Beginning of corner loop 1: Includes the lead-out portion for the prior bevel
segment.
G01 X-0.5 Y0. (Lead-out length 1)
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G59 V600 F140 (Arc voltage for a 0 degree angle)
G00 A0. (Tilt angle back to 0 degrees)
G01 X-0.5 Y0. (Lead-out length 2 segment)
G59 V600 F158 (set arc voltage required for next angle)
G40 (remove all kerf compensation)
M28 (disable the rotation/follower axes)
F95. (Set feedrate for arc voltage amendment during hypotenuse move)
G01 X1. Y-1.2887 (Hypotenuse of triangular corner loop, torch on move)
G41D4 (set kerf compensation for next bevel angle)
M29 (enable rotation axes)
M90 (align perpendicular to next segment)
G00 A-34. (set bevel angle)
G01 X0. Y0.5 (corner loop segment length 2, based on 1 inch corner loop)
G01 X0. Y0.5 (corner loop segment length 1)
End of corner loop 1: Includes the lead-in portion for the next beveled segment.

G01 X0. Y4. (Part profile segment length)

Start of corner loop 2:
G01 X0. Y0.5 (corner loop segment length 1, based on a 1 inch corner loop)
G59 V600 F140 (arc voltage for 0 degree angle)
G00 A0. (angle commanded to 0 degrees)
G01 X0. Y0.5 (corner loop segment length 2)
G59 V600 F150 (arc voltage per angle)
G40 (remove kerf compensation)
M28 (disable follower)
F100.(feedrate for arc voltage amendment during hypotenuse move)
G01 X-1. Y-1.2887 (hypotenuse move, torch on)
G41D2 (set kerf for next beveled segment)
M29 (follower enabled)
M90 (align head)
G00 A35. (set angle)
G01 X0.5 Y0. (corner loop segment length 1)
G01 X0.5 Y0. (corner loop segment length 2)
End of corner loop#2:

G01 X4. Y0. (Part profile segment length)

Start of corner loop#3:
G01 X0.5 Y0.
G59 V600 F
G00 A0.
G01 X0.5 Y0.
G59 V600 F150
G40
M28
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G01 X-1.2887 Y1.2887
G41D2
M29
M90
G00 A35.
G01 X0. Y-0.5
G01 X0. Y-0.5
End of corner loop#3:

G01 X0. Y-4. (final cut part cut segment)
G01 X0. Y-0.5 (lead-out length 1 from part path)
G59 V600 F140 (Arc voltage back to 0 degree set point)
M28 (rotation axes disabled)
G00 A0. (tilt angle back to 0 degrees)
G01 X0. Y-0.5 (lead-out length 2 segment)
M08 (torch off, retract to home position after retract delay timer)
G59V602F.17 (pierce height percentage reset for 0 degree angle )
G40 ( remove all kerf compensation)
M75 (send tilt axes to home position)
M76 (send rotation axes to home position)
M28 (disable rotation axes)
M02 (end of program)
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19 Standard Technical File

Standard Technical Data File:

#2 Thicknesses: Thickness of material to be processed:
#3 Feedrate: Speed at which all I-cuts are processed. Non-bevel cut speed.
#63 Pierce time: G59V601Fvalue determines piercing time based upon material

thickness.
#4 Kerf: Kerf compensation for I-cuts processed. Torch commanded to 0

degree of angle.
#101 Current: Not implemented at this time. For future use only:
#102 Voltage: Arc voltage commanded for I-cuts based upon material thickness.

Note1: This table provides the data for the arc voltage controller based upon
material thickness and amperage selected. The voltage represents the distance from
the electrode within the torch body to the top surface of the material. As the voltage
value increases, the torch to work height increases proportionally during the cutting
process. This voltage data only represents the torch to work piece height when the
torch is commanded to zero degrees. When a bevel cut, angle other than 0 degrees,
is being executed, the data comes from the bevel technical file #45 for the angle
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commanded. This voltage value is value represented in the bevel technical file for o
degrees.

#103 Standoff: Is the distance from material, which the torch will immediately move to,
after the piercing time, #63, has expired. This does not determine the piercing height
above the material. This is the cutting height. The arc voltage set point for the angle
being processed, and the cutting height itself, should match as close as possible to
minimize lead-in length. An acceptable lead-in length is required to allow height
controller to adjust torch from the cut height to the set arc voltage after the piercing
completes. The height controller raises or lowers the torch to the set arc voltage from the
initial cut height. Whether the torch is raised or lowered is determined by the setting of
the pierce height factor. The exact point, where the torch height controller enables and
begins adjusting the torch to the set arc voltage, from the cut height, is based upon a
percentage of the actual cut speed. This percentage is defined within the setup parameters
within the controller. The % of cut speed parameter is usually set to 90 percent. Once the
programmed cut speed reaches 90% the THC enables and starts to track the arc voltage.
Note1: This parameter will be moved from within the standard technical table to the
bevel technical table. This parameter will be based upon next bevel angle to be
processed instead of material thickness. This parameter will be used to adjust the
torch-to-work standoff distance (cut height), to closely match the required arc
voltage for the next bevel cut segment. This will be used to reduce corner loop size
for Line2Open type.

#104 Q angle:This value determines whether a, Q volts corner and Q feed corner high
or low, is implemented within the next corner loop for a bevel cut. A value of 30 for
example indicates that if the next bevel angle to be executed is 30 degrees or higher the
Q-high values will be posted to process the corner loop. If the next angle is less than 30
degrees the Q-low values will be posted. Q-values post regardless of sign of angle.
Note1: The Q-values are queued instructions to adjust the torch-to-work distance,
during an I-cut in a corner loop, to closely match the torch-to-work distance
required of the next bevel cut to be processed. This allows torch height amendment
in the scrap area of the corner loop, along the diagonal back section of the triangle
for a line2 type corner loop only, with the torch at 0 degrees. Proper data entry of
the Q-values is essential for minimizing corner loop sizes. The Q-values do not
output for Line2Open type corner loops. See #103 Standoff for Line2 Open type.

#105 Q-volts corner low: This value represents the arc voltage that the will be
commanded before processing the corner loops diagonal move, when the next angle to be
processed is less than the Q-angle value for the thickness being cut. Valid for Line2
Type corner loop only.

#106 Q-feed corner low: This value represents the feedrate that the will be commanded
before processing the corner loops diagonal move, when the next angle to be processed is
less than the Q-angle value for the thickness being cut. . Valid for Line2 Type corner
loop only.
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#107 Q-volts corner high: This value represents the arc voltage that the will be
commanded before processing the corner loops diagonal move, when the next angle to be
processed is greater than or equal to the Q-angle value for the thickness being cut. .Valid
for Line2 Type corner loop only.

#108 Q-feed corner high: This value represents the feedrate that the will be
commanded before processing the corner loops diagonal move, when the next angle to be
processed is greater than or equal to the Q-angle value for the thickness being cut. .Valid
for Line2 Type corner loop only.

Note1: Both arc voltage and feedrate values are required to adjust the torch to work
distance during an I-cut. Typically the feedrate is reduced and the arc voltage is
increased, as the bevel angle increases. Since both arc voltage and feedrate vary in
relationship to the bevel angle commanded, both must be amended during the I-cut
to adjust torch-to-work distance to the height, which is required for the next bevel
cut.

The Q-high/low process parameters are automatically posted based upon the next
bevel cut to be processed. A high or low is determined in the following manner.
For example the Q-angle is set to 30 degrees and a 5- inch square is processed with 4
different angles, 1st=10,2nd=40,3rd=20 and 4th=45.

The first angle is cut at 10 degrees. During the 1st corner loop the Q-high values are
called. This allows the torch height to be raised so that once tilted to the 2nd angle of
40 degrees the cut height is approximately equal to the arc voltage for the 40-degree
angle. Increasing the standoff also allows the torch to be tilted to the 40-degree angle
without crashing into the material. Since the current cut height with torch now
tilted at 40 degrees, closely equals the arc voltage for a 40-degree angle, the arc
voltage controller quickly locks onto and maintains the required setting for the
duration of the cut segment. This greatly reduces the lead-in length, which is part of
the corner loop size. The 3rd angle to be processed is the 20-degree angle. Since this
angle is less than the Q-angle the Q-low values will be executed within the following
corner loop. This will adjust torch height back down to cut height (arc voltage set-
point), which approximates the arc voltage required to process the 20-degree angle.
If the height were not first lowered prior to processing the 20-degree angle the torch
height controller would need to adjust the height a large amount in a very small
distance. This could prevent the height control from locking on to the arc voltage
before the kerf crossing. If this were to occur the torch would dive into the kerf and
crash. The 3rd angle is now processed and the Q-highs are again posted for the 4th

angle of 45 degrees to bring the torch back up before tilting to the 45-degree angle.

.
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#109 Pierce height factor: The pierce height factor is represented as a percentage of
standoff height #103. The standoff height is also referred to as the cut height. If #103
was set to .5 inches and #109 was set to 50% then the distance from torch to material at
the time of the piercing would be .25 inches. With #109 set to 200 the piercing would
occur at 1 inch above the material. This parameter allows for piercing of materials, which
require larger standoff distances during the processing of larger bevel angles.

Sequence: Upon executing a plasma start command code the torch is lowered to the
plate, once the torch makes contact with the material downward motion is
immediately halted. The torch is then commanded upward very slowly until contact
between the torch and work is lost. Once contact is broken the torch is rapidly
positioned to a distance from plate represented by value #109 percentage of #103 cut
height. The torch is then fired. After the pierce timer #63 expires. The torch is
immediately positioned to the cutting height#103. Motion then begins along the
programmed path. Once the actual machine speed reached 90% of the commanded
speed the arc voltage controller activates and begins tracking the arc voltage in real
time. During the tracking stage the arc voltage controller is trying to rapidly move
the torch to the set-point arc voltage without overshooting the mark. The further the
distance from the set point the faster is the speed to the target. As is nears the target
the speed, hence system response, is slowed to allow it to lock onto the set point
without overshooting it. This process of positioning the torch to the correct standoff,
as represented by the arc voltage set point, takes some time. The greater the
distance between actual and set point arc voltage, at the point the controller is
activated, the greater is the time to acquire the set point. Increasing the corner loop
size and therefore increasing the distance will increase time to acquire set point arc
voltage. Properly setting Q-values will reduce time and therefore requirement of
distance to acquire and lock onto the set point. This allowing reduction is corner
loop size. The Q-values function with Line 2 type corner loop style only where the
hypotenuse of the triangular corner is actually be cut. With Line2Open type of
corner loops the hypotenuse is a rapid traverse torch off move. For this type see
#103 Standoff located in the bevel technical file. See notes on Q-values.

#109. For future use:
#110. For future use:

#112 Land Feedrate %:Outputs new speed required for processing of a land cut. The
speed is a percentage of #3 feedrate for I-cuts. Typically the speed must be amended
when cutting the land on a segment, which was previously beveled. Usually the speed
must be reduced or the land surface will be rough. As speed is reduced the arc voltage
must be increased to reposition the torch back upwards to the correct torch to work
standoff distance. Note: On all 2 or 3 pass cuts the land determines the overall part
size. These cuts are bevel cuts which are landed or Y-bevel cuts, X-bevel cuts and K-
bevel cuts. A land I-cut is a I-cut at a reduced speed, but maintains the same torch
standoff as when processing a standard I-cut.
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#113 Land Voltage: Outputs new arc voltage required for processing of a land cut to
compensate for the reduction is cutting speed.

#114 Area: This parameter is based upon size of internal cuts in square inches. Based
upon the overall size indicated the I-cuts can be processed using different data.
Multiple kerfs setting located in the front of the programs are a result of the use of the
area tables. If three different area tables are created for the same material thickness then
the first 3-kerf values, D1, D2 and D3 within the part program are used solely for
processing of the I-cut. When an internal cut falls within this area limit specified all the
relevant parameters associated in this field would prevail.

20 Bevel technical File

Bevel Technical File Data:
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#2 Thickness: Thickness of material to be processed.
#41 Intended angle: Bevel angle desired after cut completed.

#43 Output angle: Actual angle commanded to provide intended angle.
Note1: When processing positive bevel angles, referred to as top knife, the intended
angle will closely match the output angle. Usually the output angle is within 1 degree
of the intended angle. This allows head to cut positive angles up to 45 degrees.

Note2: When processing negative bevel angles, referred to as bottom knife, the
actual output angle commanded will be 4-6 degrees more than the intended angle.
This limits the head to 40 degrees maximum when processing negative angles. This
is due to the arc contacting the plate first on the scrap side of the cut instead of the
finished side as when a positive angle is cut. The arc is more extended on the
finished side, which also causes slight rounding of the top edge. Fine metal particles
can also adhere along the top edge, which is common to the process when cutting
negative bevel angles over 30 degrees.
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#44 Current: Power supply current setting. Current only set on power supply.
Note: Current setting is not commanded by code at this time.

#45 Voltage: Output voltage per bevel angle other than 0 degrees. An “I” cut or 0
degree angle gets its arc voltage from the standard technical file.
Note: Make the voltage data for 0 degrees angle the same as in the standard
technical file.

#3 Feedrate: Speed commanded based upon intended angle and material thickness.
For angle of 0 degree the speed data is called from the standard tech file for I-cutting.

Note: Sigmanest beveling software automatically compensates for the degree of
angle based on material thickness. The path of the torch is therefore offset. Only the
kerf compensation width, material that is removed by the orifice of the nozzle, must
be compensated for using kerf table codes and values. This kerf value will depend
directly upon the torch to work standoff distance maintained during cutting of the
angle segment.

Kerf Radius Top Knife:Kerf compensation applied to beveled segment when
processing positive knife bevel angles only.

Kerf Radius Bottom Knife: Kerf compensation applied to beveled segment
when processing negative knife bevel angles only.

Kerf Radius Top Land: Kerf compensation applied to beveled segment when
processing a positive bevel, which is then to be landed, or Y-bevel. This is the kerf
amount applied when the bevel makes up part of a X or K bevel also.

Kerf Radius Bottom Land: Kerf compensation applied to beveled segment
when processing a negative bevel, which is then to be landed. This is also applied when
processing X and K bevel as well.

#[1001] Default value 5. Do not change.

#[1002] Default value 6. Do not change.

Do Not Modify: Default LEADTABLE.

Corner Loop Type: Default Line2. Koike supports Line 2 and Line2Open types
only at this time. These types allow stable consistent motion of the rotator prior to
motion. This prevents sparks from spraying during quick rotations of the head at set angle
as with other types if implemented. These types also have the least impact on shortening
consumable life due to damage. Note: The Line2 and Line2Open type of corner loops
always positions the torch to its commanded angle with a straight lead-in length
directly to the next bevel segment to be processed. This lead-in type reduces corner
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loop sizes to a bare minimum that is required based upon material thickness and
degree of angle. The Line2 type allows the arc to remain on when switching between
standard knife bevels angles during a cut. This allows processing of four sides of a
square with one single pierce point for example. The Line2Open type is
implemented when a segment is a Y,X,or K-bevel. In this situation the corner can’t
be entirely cut out for material needs to be present to allow for the second or third
pass. With the Line2Open loop the hypotenuse of the triangle is a torch off rapid
move. This is the primary difference between the two loop types.

Corner Loop Angle: Default 45.
Note: This parameter defines the corner loop as a triangular type where the acute
angles are at 45 degrees. This is default for line2 type corner loop as well as Line 2
Open type. Do not change.

Corner Loop Size1: Determines the actual size of the corner loop. Default is 1.25
inches.
Note: The actual size of the corner loop can be amended based upon degree of angle
and thickness of material. The size usually increases slightly as the degree of angle
commanded increases to prevent undercutting a corner and therefore loosing
material to maintain the arc. The size must also increase based upon material
thickness to be processed. Commanded angles on thicker materials less than 30
degrees can be processed with the default value usually fine. As the angle increases,
on thicker materials, the corner loop size must increase to prevent undercutting a
corner and to allow the arc voltage control to stabilize before entering the part. The
cutting speed also influences the size requirement for the corner loop. The height
control starts to track and must lock onto the set point arc voltage before a kerf
crossing is encountered. If the THC has not locked onto the set point it can’t detect
the kerf crossing properly and take the appropriate measures to cross over it
without moving the lifter. The travel distance which the THC has to get locked on is
determined by the lead-in length 1 and lead-in length 2 segments which are
determined by the corner loop size. Time to execute the entire lead-in segment is
directly dependent upon the cutting speed. As the cutting speed increases the time
allowed for the THC to get locked on decreases. To increase the time for the THC to
lock on then requires an increase in distance. This being an increased corner loop
size is required.

Lead-in Length 1: This length is the segment just prior to entering the actual part
path. It begins directly after lead-in length 2 segment. When a landing is processed only
lead-in length 1 is applied to the land cut segment. On a beveled segment both lead-in
length 1 and 2 is implemented which creates the entire length of the lead-in segment to
the part path.

Lead-in Length 2: Added segment of lead-in to the part path when beveling is
assigned to a segment. This is only applied on a beveled segment. Value in technical file
must not set to 0. Note: The actual piercing starts at the beginning of this segment.
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Lead-out Length 1: This length is the segment processed when exiting the part path.
When a landing is processed only lead-out length 1 is applied to the land cut segment. On
a beveled segment both lead-out length 1 and 2 is implemented which creates the entire
length of the lead-out segment from the part path.

Lead-out Length 2: Added segment of lead-out from the part path when beveling is
assigned to a segment. This is only additionally applied on a beveled segment. Value in
technical file must not set to 0. The torch is shut off at the end of this segment.

Blind Bevel Loop Type IN: Default LINEPARA. Do not modify the column.

Blind bevel size IN: Default 1 inch. Determines size of corner loop.
Note1: This parameter defines the length of the segment into the blind with the
torch tilted at the commanded angle. This motion is performed in-line with the angle
as opposed to being perpendicular to it as when cutting top or bottom knife bevels.
This is a special scripted corner loop specially designed for processing of blind
bevels only.

Blind Bevel Loop Type OUT: Default LINEPARA. Do not modify the column.

Blind bevel size OUT: Default 1 inch. Determines size of corner loop.
Note1: This parameter defines the length of the segment out from the blind with the
torch tilted at the commanded angle. This motion is performed in-line with the angle
as opposed to being perpendicular to it as when cutting top or bottom knife bevels.

Arc Radius Lead-in Internal: Length of lead-in segment for internal holes.
Note: This arc length must be adjusted based upon overall diameter of circle. This
value should be made as large as possible to allow the head to position, follow the
contour, at a speed, which most closely resembles the actual cutting speed. If value is
too small the head will, swing rapidly to follow contour of arc segment, which will
cause arc voltage to become unstable. Lead-in length 2 is added with the arc
segment length. The piercing will start at beginning of lead-in length 2.

Arc Radius Lead-out Internal: Length of lead-out segment for internal holes.
Note: This arc length must be adjusted based upon overall diameter of circle. This
value should be made as large as possible to allow the head to position, follow the
contour, at a speed, which most closely resembles the actual cutting speed. If value is
too small the head will, swing rapidly to follow contour of arc segment, which will
cause arc voltage to become unstable. Lead-out length 2 is added with this arc
segment length. The torch gets commanded back to 0 degrees before the lead-out 2
segment length is processed when cutting internal holes.
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21 Corner Loops

(Part Mode) �[Parameters] �[Corner Loops] Displays the following dialog from which 
the shape and size of corner loops can be specified:

Corner Loop Size Dialog

Select the shape, specify the size and then select the right angled corner the loop must be
applied to. Selecting the left-most button removes the corner loop.

Bevel
(Part Mode) �[Parameters] �[Bevel] Beveling is a method of applying weld prep seams. 
In addition to the beveling described here, bevels can also be specified in NC on page 6-
21 in this chapter and in Advanced NC in Chapter 7, Nesting. Full details on beveling can
be found in Chapter 18, Beveling. Bevels created here are associated with the part and are
independent of a particular NC tool path. Bevels created using NC in part mode or
Advanced NC in work space mode are associated with a particular NC tool path and are
lost if the tool path is cleared. There are five types of bevels:

Top Land Bevel

With a single-headed plasma torch, this requires two complete passes along each entity.
The deepest cut, which is typically the vertical or land cut, is the first pass. The second
pass is the angle cut.
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Top Knife Bevel

This is the most common bevel type. With a single-headed plasma torch it is
accomplished in one pass with the torch at the correct angle.

Bottom Land Bevel

With a single-headed plasma torch it is accomplished in one pass with the torch at the
correct angle.
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K Bevel

With a single-headed plasma torch, this requires three complete passes along each entity.
The deepest cut, which is typically the vertical or land cut, is the first pass. The second
pass is the bottom or negative angle cut. The final pass is the top angle cut. The following
bevel options are available:

[Modify]
[Variable Angle]
[Edit Same]
[Move]
[Re-Calculate]

Modify

(Part Mode) �[Parameters] �[Bevel] �[Modify] �Select items to bevel �[Done] 
�Select bevel type and specify relevant parameters �[OK] Modify is used to apply a 
bevel to an edge or to change an existing bevel that was created with the Modify
function. Select the items to which the same bevel must be applied and then select Done.
The Beveling Parameters dialog is displayed.
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Variable Angle Beveling Parameters Dialog

Select the type of bevel from the buttons across the top of the dialog. The left button
removes a bevel. Specify the start and end angles for the bevel, the remaining parameters
for the selected bevel type and then OK. A call-out circle containing the start shape and
end shape of the bevel is attached to each end of the selected edge.

Edit Same

(Part Mode) �[Parameters] �[Bevel] �[Edit Same] �Select beveled item to change 
�Select bevel type and specify relevant parameters �[OK] Edit Same changes the 
beveling parameters for all edges that have the save bevels. It is only necessary to select a
single entity for all others in the part with the same bevel to be selected. If a variable
angle bevel has a start or end bevel that is the same as the selected bevel, then the
variable angle bevel is also selected. If an edge that was created with a variable angle
bevel is selected, it is changed to a single angle bevel. The parameters are changed in
exactly the same way as for the Modify function.

Move

(Part Mode) �[Parameters] �[Bevel] �[Move] �Select bevel call-out �Select new 
position �[OK] When a bevel is applied to an edge, a call-out with the shape of the bevel 
is attached to the edge. Bevel Call-out

If many edges are beveled, these call-outs can be super-imposed upon each other and be
difficult to read. The Move function repositions them to the new cursor location. Select
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the bevel call out to move. It then tracks the cursor’s position. Click the left mouse button
when it is in the desired location. When finished moving call outs, select Done.

Re-Calculate

(Part Mode) �[Parameters] �[Bevel] �[Re-Calculate] Re-Calculate returns all the bevel 
call-outs to their original positions.

Process

(Part Mode) �[Parameters] �[Process] The Process function is used to define the 
different cutting processes to use on a given part. For example: The distinction between
using hi-def plasma on a part’s small holes and standard plasma on the exterior can be
made here. There are two options.

Change

(Part Mode) �[Parameters] �[Process] �[Change] �[Done] �Choose New Process 
�[OK] �[Done] Select the contours for which to use a different cutting process. When 
fin-ished, choose Done and a process dialog appears. Then, choose the new process for
these contours. When finished, choose OK and Done.

Verify

(Part Mode) �[Parameters] �[Process] �[Verify] �[Backup] Choose the contour that to 
verify the cutting process for (i.e. oxyfuel). These contours are highlighted in white and
the process name is given at the bottom of the screen. To finish, choose Backup twice.

If a process is changed for a contour, this contour is not highlighted, which actu-
ally confirms that the process was successfully completed.
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22 Bevel Cut Types
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23 Complete List of EIA Codes

Program Codes
EIA RS-274D
The control supports EIA RS-274D part programs. An EIA RS-274D program lists the sequence
of
Lines, Arcs, Speeds, Kerf and I/O functions used to create a part. While the user is free to
program in
EIA using the standard text editor, it is recommended that the ShapeWizard Graphical
Programming
environment be used instead.
Following is a list of the EIA codes that are directly supported, mapped, or currently unsupported
by
the control. Mapped EIA codes are automatically converted upon program load into directly
supported EIA codes. Unsupported EIA codes are ignored. All other EIA codes will generate an
error.
Directly Supported EIA Codes
EIA CODE DESCRIPTION
Fvalue Machine Speed (if Speed Override enabled)
Nvalue Line Number
( text ) Comments
Xvalue X Axis Endpoint or other Data
Yvalue Y Axis Endpoint or other Data
Ivalue I Axis Integrand or Part Option Data
Jvalue J Axis Integrand or Part Option Data
Ovalue Svalue Output (1-64), State (0-Off or 1-On)
Wvalue Svalue Wait for Input (1-64), State (0-Off or 1-On)
G00 Rapid Traverse Linear Interpolation
G00 Avalue Sets Tilt angle – A is the angle value in degrees
G00 XYvalue Avalue Performs Linear Interpolation of Tilt angle along line segment.
G00 Avalue Fvalue Sets Tilt angle – Angle value in degrees with a speed command in RPM
G00 Xn Yn Traverse command where n = value to move the desired axes a distance.
G01 Linear Interpolation (at Cut Speed)
G02 Clockwise Circular Interpolation
G03 Counterclockwise Circular Interpolation
G04 Preset Dwell (uses Setup Dwell Time)
G04 Xvalue Program Dwell in Seconds
G08 Xvalue Repeat Subroutine X Times
G20 Select English Units (inches)
G21 Select Metric Units (mm)
G40 Disable Kerf Compensation
G41 Enable Left Kerf Compensation
G42 Enable Right Kerf Compensation
G43 Xvalue Kerf Value
G41 D1-200 Enables Left Kerf using a Kerf Table variable
G42 D1-200 Enables Right Kerf using a Kerf Table variable
G43 D1-200 Sets the current Kerf value via the Kerf Table using prior set Left or Right
Kerf
G59 D1-200Xvalue Sets Kerf table variable from 1-200
138 Installation & Setup Guide
EIA CODE DESCRIPTION
G59 Vvalue Fvalue Sets the Plasma Supply current through Outputs or Serial Link for Vprocess
(504,514,524,534 ) at Fcurrent value
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V504 – Current Setting Plasma 1
V514 – Current Setting Plasma 2
V524 – Current Setting Marker 1
V534 – Current Setting Marker 2
G82 Oxy-Fuel Cut Mode
G83 Oxy-Fuel Cut Mode Contour Bevel Head
G84 Plasma Cut Mode
G85 Plasma Cut Mode Contour Bevel Head
G90 Absolute Programming Mode
G91 Incremental Programming Mode
G92 Set Axis Presets
G97 Program Repeat Pointer
G97 Tvalue Program Repeat Pointer. Executes the repeat T times
G98 Repeat at G97, or start of program if no G97
G99 Part Options
M00 Program Stop
M01 Optional Program Stop (uses Setup Parameter)
M02 End of Program
M07 Cutting Device On
M08 Cutting Device Off
M09 Enable Marker 1
M10 Disable Marker 1
M11 Marker Offset 1 On
M12 Marker Offset 1 Off
M13 Enable Marker 2
M14 Disable Marker 2
M15 Cut On
M16 Cut Off
M17 Oxy Gas On
M18 Oxy Gas Off
M19 Cancel All Stations
M26 Station Select On
M27 Station Select Off
M28 CBH / Rotator Disable
M29 CBH Rotator Enable
M30 End of Program (same as M02)
M31 Reset Functions (Cut Off, Marker Off, Kerf Off)
M32 Unclamp / Unlock All Stations
M33 Unclamp / Lock All Stations
M34 Clamp / Unlock All Stations
M34Tvalue Clamp / Unlock ‘T” Station, where T = 1 through 19
M35 Clamp / Unlock All Stations Mirror
M35Tvalue Clamp / Unlock Mirror “T” Station, where T = 1 through 19
M36 Tvalue Process Select “T” where T value selects the process
1- Plasma 1
2- Plasma 2
3- Marker 1
4- Marker 2
5- Laser
M37 Tvalue (1-20) Select Station “T” where T = 1 through 20
Appendix C: Program Codes 139
EIA CODE DESCRIPTION
M38 Tvalue (1-20) Deselect Station “T” where T = 1 through 20
M40 Start of Subroutine
M40 Xvalue Start of Subroutine. Executes the repeat X times
M41 End of Subroutine
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M50 Height Sensor Disable
M51 Height Sensor Enable
M52 Height Sensor Disable and Raise Torch
M53 Height Sensor Enable and Lower Torch
M65 End of Program (same as M02)
M72 Marker Offset 2 Off
M73 Marker Offset 2 On
M75 A Axis/Tilt Go to Home Command - Rapid Index
M76 C Axis/Rotate Go to Home Command - Rapid Index
M77 Go to Home position Y Axis
M78 Go to Home position X Axis
M79 Tvalue (1-4) Go To Home Position ( 1-4)
M90 Aligns CBH / Rotator to Tangent angle of next cut segment
M274 Marker Offset 3 Off
M275 Marker Offset 3 On
M276 Marker Offset 4 Off
M277 Marker Offset 4 On
M278 Marker Offset 5 Off
M279 Marker Offset 5 On
M280 Marker Offset 6 Off
M281 Marker Offset 6 On
M282 Marker Offset 7 Off
M283 Marker Offset 7 On
M284 Marker Offset 8 Off
M285 Marker Offset 8 On
M286 Marker Offset 9 Off
M287 Marker Offset 9 On
M288 Marker Offset 10 Off
M289 Marker Offset 10 On
M290 Marker Offset 11 Off
M291 Marker Offset 11 On
M292 Marker Offset 12 On
M293 Marker Offset 12 On
M301 Assigns the current X/Y position to Home Position 1
M302 Assigns the current X/Y position to Home Position 2
M303 Assigns the current X/Y position to Home Position 3
M304 Assigns the current X/Y position to Home Position 4
Mapped EIA Codes
EIA CODE DESCRIPTION MAPPED TO
G04 Fvalue Program Dwell G04 Xvalue
G05 Set Axis Presets G92
G21 Linear Interpolation G01
(at cut speed)
G22 CW Circular Interpolation G02
G23 CCW Circular Interpolation G03
G41 Kvalue Left Kerf with Value G41 with Kerf Value
G42 Kvalue Right Kerf with Value G42 with Kerf Value
G97 TValue Subroutine Loop G08 Xvalue and M40
140 Installation & Setup Guide
EIA CODE DESCRIPTION MAPPED TO
G45 Lead In to Kerfed Part G01, G02, or G03
G70 Select English Units G20
G71 Select Metric Units G21
G98 End of Subroutine Loop M41
M03 Cutting Device On/Off M07 ( Oxy Fuel ) or M08 as appropriate
M04 Cutting Device On M07
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M05 Cutting Device Off M08 ( Oxy Fuel )
M06 Cutting Device Off M08
M06 Enable Marker 2 M13
M07 Disable Marker 1 or 2 M10 or M14 as appropriate
M08 Enable Marker 1 M09
M09 Disable Marker 1 or 2 M10 or M14 as appropriate
M10 Enable Marker 2 M13
M14 Height Sensor Disable M50
M15 Height Sensor Enable M51
M20 Cutting Device On/Off M07 or M08 as appropriate ( Plasma )
M21 Cutting Device On/Off M07 or M08 as appropriate ( Plasma )
M20 Output 9 On O9 S1
M21 Output 9 Off O9 S0
M22 Output 12 On O12 S1
M23 Output 12 Off O12 S0
M24 Wait for Input 7 On W7 S1
M25 Wait for Input 8 On W8 S1
M25 CBH Enable M29
M26 Wait for Input 7 Off W7 S0
M26 CBH Disable M28
M27 Wait for Input 8 Off W8 S0
M67, M02 Kerf Left G41
M68, M03 Kerf Right G42
M69, M04 Kerf Off G40
M65, M70 Cutting Device On M07
M66, M71, M73 Cutting Device Off M08
M70 Marker Offset 1 Off M12
M71 Marker Offset 1 On M11
M70T01 Marker Offset 1 Off M12
M71T01 Marker Offset 1 On M11
M70T02 Marker Offset 2 Off M72
M71T02 Marker Offset 2 On M73
M70T03 Marker Offset 3 Off M274
M71T03 Marker Offset 3 On M275
M70T04 Marker Offset 4 Off M276
M71T04 Marker Offset 4 On M277
M70T05 Marker Offset 5 Off M278
M71T05 Marker Offset 5 On M279
M70T06 Marker Offset 6 Off M280
M71T06 Marker Offset 6 On M281
M70T07 Marker Offset 7 Off M282
M71T07 Marker Offset 7 On M283
M70T08 Marker Offset 8 Off M284
M71T08 Marker Offset 8 On M285
M98 End Comment )
Appendix C: Program Codes 141
EIA CODE DESCRIPTION MAPPED TO
M99 Start Comment (
M221 No Mirror, No Rotate G99 X1 Y0 I0 J0
M222 Mirror Y, No Rotate G99 X1 Y0 I0 J1
M223 Mirror X and Y G99 X1 Y0 I1 J1
M224 Mirror X, No Rotate G99 X1 Y0 I1 J0
M225 Mirror X/Y on -45 Deg G99 X1 Y270 I1 J0
M226 Rotate 90 Deg CCW G99 X1 Y90 I0 J0
M227 Mirror X/Y on +45 Deg G99 X1 Y270 I0 J1
M228 Rotate 90 Deg CW G99 X1 Y270 I0 J0
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M245 Output 1 On O1 S1
M246 Output 1 Off O1 S0
M247 Output 2 On O2 S1
M248 Output 2 Off O2 S0
M249 Output 3 On O3 S1
M250 Output 3 Off O3 S0
M251 Output 4 On O4 S1
M252 Output 4 Off O4 S0
M253 Wait for Input 1 On W1 S1
M254 Wait for Input 1 Off W1 S0
M255 Wait for Input 2 On W2 S1
M256 Wait for Input 2 Off W2 S0
M257 Wait for Input 3 On W3 S1
M258 Wait for Input 3 Off W3 S0
M259 Wait for Input 4 On W4 S1
M260 Wait for Input 4 Off W4 S0
Unsupported EIA Codes
EIA CODE DESCRIPTION
G46 Table 0 Select
G99 Freestanding G99
G103 Qname Stop Current Program/ Load New Program
G201 Incremental Line In2
G202 Incremental CW Arc In2
G203 Incremental CCW Arc In2
G211 Incremental Line In3
G212 Incremental CW Arc In3
G213 Incremental CCW Arc In3
G221 Absolute Line In2
G222 Absolute CW Arc In2
G223 Absolute CCW Arc In2
G231 Absolute Line In3
G232 Absolute CW Arc In3
G233 Absolute CCW Arc In3
G240 Programmable Kerf
G247 Table 1 Select
G248 Table 2 Select
G249 Table 3 Select
G250 Table 4 Select
G276 Internal Variable Load
142 Installation & Setup Guide
Unsupported EIA Codes ( cont. )
EIA CODE DESCRIPTION
G277 External Variable Load
G278 X Axis Home
G279 Y Axis Home
G280 X Home Return
G281 Y Home Return
M22 PLC Control Code
M75 PLC Control Code
M210 X Sign Toggle
M211 Y Sign Toggle
M212 X and Y Swap and Toggle
M231 Aux. State Reset
M261 Aux. Torch Master On
M262 Aux. Torch Master Off
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The unsupported EIA codes previously noted are ignored when read. Some of these codes may
be
supported in the future. Any EIA codes that are not listed above will result in a translator error
upon
loading the EIA program. Known EIA codes that will not be accepted include, but are not limited
to:
Pvalue Program Number
Dvalue Indexed Kerf Operations
Vvalue Internal Variable Load
EIA Comments
Comments may be placed into the part program to be displayed on screen and viewed by the
operator. The comment line must first be preceded by a program stop command (EIA M00 code
or
ESSI 0 code).
EIA Example:
M00 – Pauses Program
(Comment) – Text to be displayed

24 How to inspect and adjust the accuracy of the Torch Block (3D
Links)

*Procedure applies to Voyager III controllers
Due to its functional characteristics, the plasma torch is exposed to inevitable contact
with steel plate and other items. This could cause deviations in the accuracy and directly
lead to deterioration in the dimensional accuracy of the final product. Be sure to carry out
routine inspections as described in this section to maintain the accuracy. Under normal
operating the torch block will remain aligned. Tripping of the torch breakaway will not
effect alignment. If the torch block is hit directly, with swinging plate for example, hit
misalignment may occur. The full alignment procedure should be performed in the case
before processing further parts.

[Inspect and adjust the following points]

 Center of the bevel angle
The center of the bevel angle must always be at the prescribed point on the cutting
plate.

 Pivot center
The pivot centers of the rotation device and link must be aligned.

 Torch height
The plasma torch must always be positioned at the designated height from the upper
surface of the cutting plate.

The following tools are required for adjustment. A complete alignment kit can be
purchase for Koike Aronson Inc. which includes all the following components. All items
may also be purchased separately. The following items as marked * are included with the
basic 3d-link option.

*Alignment table (Attachment for the cutting machine)
*Dummy alignment torch.
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*Spring loaded tracing pen. Use BIC pen replaceable inserts.
*Angle alignment bar.
*Torch height gauge in steps from 8.5mm to 11mm.
*Precision 12’by 12’ right angle. 3/8 inch thick to sit on alignment plate.
*Tilt angle adjustment plate. Used to align pivot arm vertically.

L-shape square with metric scale. Straightedge 250mm by 500mm.
Precision 150 to 200mm rule
Dial indicator (with magnet base). Metric dial preferred.
Quality protractor
Tools (L-shape wrenches, a set of spanners, quality small adjustable wrench, screw
drivers)
Paper (B or C Size copy paper)
Masking tape (for fixing the paper to plate)

Attention: Turn the plasma power supply OFF before starting inspection and adjustment.
Attention: During the alignment procedure you will be required to change the THC or lifter jog

speed, changing the rotation jog speed, disable the rotation axis home input to allow endless 360

degree rotation, manually command tilt axis to specified angle and home tilt and rotate axis. The

following explains how perform adjustments when required.

Changing the THC jog speed: The jog speed must be reduced during the alignment

proceedure to accurately read the dial indicator.

1. From the main menu selects SETUPS.

2. Then select PASSWORDS and enter password 1396.

3. Select the SPEEDS menu.

4. Scroll through parameter fields using the NEXT key until THC JOG SPEED is

highlighted.Document current value here , then change the value to 10 RPM for

alignment purposes. Press the DONE key and a message window will appear asking to

save changes. Save the changes then select the DONE key to exist back to main

menu. Note that this value must be put back to factory setting once alignment

producdure is completed.

Changing the ROTATION speed: The rotation speed must be reduced during the

alignment proceedure to accurately read the dial indicator during adjustment of the

center point.

1. From the main menu selects SETUPS.

2. Then select PASSWORDS and enter password 1396.

3. Select the SPEEDS menu.

4. Scroll through parameter fields using the NEXT key until ROTATE FAST

JOG/HOME SPEED is highlighted.Document current value here , then change

the value to 5 RPM for alignment purposes. Press the DONE key and a message

window will appear asking to save changes. Save the changes then select the DONE

key to exist back to main menu. Note that this value must be put back to factory

setting once alignment producdure is completed.
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Disabling the ROTATE HOME proximitity switch input: The rotation home switch

input must be disabled to rotate the torch block 360 degrees continiously for testing

and alignment purposes.

1. From the main menu selects SETUPS.

2. Then select PASSWORDS and enter password 1396.

3. Select the I\O menu.

4.Document current input logic value here .

5.Use the NEXT key to scroll to INPUT1. Then use the DOWN ARROW JOG KEY to

scroll though the assigned inputs until ROTATE HOME is displayed.Document the

input # assigned to the Rotate Home input here .

6.Select the NEXT key to highlight the input Rotate Home. Press and hold the UP

ARROW JOG KEY until SPARE is displayed. Press the NEXT key once to move to

the OUTPUT LOGIC field.

7. Select the DONE , select YES to save changes. The DONE to return to main menu.

Note that this value must be put back to factory setting,ROTATE HOME, once

alignment producdure is completed.

Homing the 3D-link: The 3D-link is prompted tp home once the controller is fully

booted. Any time an axes is disabled for a hardware over-travel is reached the link will

again require homing of all 3 axes. These axes are THC, TILT and ROTATE.

1.Press the MANUAL key. This is center key on motion keypad. Then select

MANUAL OPTIONS.

2.Select HOME AXES. Then select NO. Select THC to home the lift axes/z-axes.

3.Press Cancel key to return to manual options menu.

4.Select HOME AXES once again and then select YES.

5.Select ROTATE to home C-axes. Wait until homing is completed.

6.Select TILT to home the A-axes. Wail until homing is completed.

7.Press Cancel key to return to manual options menu after homing has been

performed.

NOTE: The STOP key can be selected during a homing proceedure to halt the homing

proceedure. This is useful during certain alignment steps.

Homing the Rotation C-Axes/Follower: The C-axes uses a home proximity switch to

detect home point position. Once the C-axes is commanded to home the

rotator/follower moves at the ROTATE FAST JOG/HOME SPEED towards the home

limit switch arm which is attached to the torch block rotation belt driven sprocket.

The detection arm is in a fixed position and its location should not be altered. The

proximity switches position also should not be altered. To disable switch to provide

360 degree endless roation see proceedure outlined prevoiusly within the document.
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Once the edge of the limit arm is detected motion is commanded to a stop. The speed

is then reduced to the ROTATE SLOW JOG/HOME SPEED and motion starts in the

opposite direction until the switch is deactivated by dropping off the edge of the limit

arm. From the position where the switch is first detected off, or exiting off the limit

arm,to the position where the the BEVEL ANGLE DRIVE UNIT is parallel to the main

carriage is then the required offset to home position required. This value is

permanently registered within a parameter field within the CNC under the ROTATE

axes parameters.

NOTE: Absolute home position of the rotation axes is when the front face of the

BEVEL ANGLE DRIVE UNIT is positioned to the left as viewed when facing the 3D-

link unit from the front side. When rotated 90 degree’s the face will be to the front.

Adjusting the C-axis home point position proceedure:

1. Reference step #3 of alignment proceedure. From the CNC select the SETUPS

menu, then select DISABLE CONTROL. This will disable all the axes and allow the c-

axes to be rotated manually.

2. Manually rotate the C-axes so the front of the BEVEL ANGLE DRIVE UNIT is

facing you. The tilt arm will be to the front. Tilt motor to the rear.

3. Place a square along the face of the main support carriage to the upper edge of the

bevel angle drive unit as shown.. The 3D-link unit is attached to the main support

carriage.The head may need to be raise or lowered to allow this. If so SETUPS then

ENABLE control to allow for position of the head. The THC axis engages a 24VDC

brake when control is disabled preventing it from dropping under its own weight.

4. Manaully rotate the bevel angle drive unit and check to ensure that it can be made

parallel to the main carraige. Check both sides to confirm. Specification within .2mm.

5. Once confirmed that mechanical alignment can be achieved. Enable the CNC.

SETUPS then ENABLE CONTROL. The bevel axis will require re-homing since the

CNC was temporarily disabled. Home the bevel axes. See Homing the link proceedure.

6.Command rotate axis 90 degree’s to position bevel angle drive unit to front position.

Select MANUAL mode, MANUAL OPTIONS the MOVE ROTATE AXES. Enter 90

then Rotate.

7.Using square reconfirm step#3 of alignment proceedure under CNC control. If bevel

angle drive unit is not parallel determine if the rotate axis needs to move further or

less, from the the point where the switch exits the limit arm, to allow the unit to be

parallel to the main carriage. If parallel then proceedure is complete. If not parallel

proceed from step 8.

8.Go to the ROTATE parameter setting group. SETUPS, Enter password 1396, AXES

then ROTATE. Adjust the HOME ANGLE OFFSET parameter, save and exit, re-

home rotate axis, move rotate axis to 90 degree’s and re-check alignment as in step#3

of alignment proceedure. Repeat until absolutely parallel. Document new value and

save parameters to disk for backup once entire proceedure is completed.
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NOTE: The ABSOLUTE HOME ANGLE value should be set approximently equal to

value established for HOME ANGLE OFFSET. This will allow display of the rotate

home position correctly. To set display to absolute zero position first make value zero,

then home the c-axes, record current position and subtract value from 360. Enter this

value into parameter field. Re-home c-axis and verify display is reading zero once

homed.

Adjusting the A-axes home point position proceedure: This adjustment proceedure is

identical to the C-axes proceedure. Reference step#4 of alignment proceedure. The

tilt axes absolute home point position is referenced from the tilt axis negative over-

travel switch. When the offset is correct the tilt arm should be exactly vertical where

the distance differential between “A” and “B” is zero.

1. Home tilt axes. Comfirm that the difference between “A” and “B” check points is

zero. If zero proceedure complete. If not zero continue from step 2.

2. Select SETUPS, Password 1396, AXES then TILT to enter into tilt axes parameters

setting group.

3.Adjust the HOME OFFSET ANGLE as required. Re-home the tilt axes and re-

check step #4 of alignment proceedure. Repeat as necessary until within specification

or better.

4. Enter a value of zero into the ABSOLUTE HOME ANGLE parameter field.

5.Re-home the tilt axis. Once homed note the TILT POSITION as displayed on the

screen. The TILT and ROTATE axis positions should be displayed through the

WATCH window options. Reference CNC operations manual for configuration of watch

windows.

6. Enter value displayed into ABSOLUTE HOME ANGLE parameter field. Re-home

tilt axes. Display should read zero after homing is performed.

5. Document offset value and save parameters.

NOTES:

The homing is to the negative over-travel switch. Therefore the offset value back to

home point position is a positive value. The absolute home angle will be a almost equal

value of opposite polarity to display the home position as 0 degrees. The distance onto

the switch is not accounted for. This is the resaon why the absolute home angle

slightly differs.Once the negative tilt axes over-travel switch or limit arm is moved the

offset value will no longer be correct. The procedure must be performed once again

determining a new offset.

Software Over-travel inputs: The MAXIMUM TRAVEL LIMIT sets the maximum

allowable commanded positive angle from the home point position. The MINIMUM

TRAVEL LIMIT sets the minimum allowable commanded negative angle from the home

point position. The sign for the maximum is a positive value. The sign of the mimimum

is a negative value. These values prevent any angle above the limits from being
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commanded. If commanded the tilt action will stop once the limit is achieved. This

prevents hitting the mechanical limits causing a over-travel fault.
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1) Leveling the alignment table
A level workbench is required on the cutting table for aligning the torch block.

1. Create a flat surface using a thick steel plate placed upon table. Plate should not move.
2. Place the alignment table on the steel plate that was placed in step 1.
3. Fix the dial indicator on the torch block (fixture for the link unit).
4. Position the dial indicator on the corner of the alignment table by moving the torch

block in longitudinal and lateral directions.
5. Apply the dial indicator probe to the surface of the alignment table and make zero

point adjustments
6. Move the torch block in either the longitudinal or lateral direction to shift the dial

indicator to the second corner of the alignment table, and check the deviation on the
dial indicator at this point. If necessary, adjust the leveling bolts so that the reading on
the dial indicator comes down to zero. (Try to reduce the deviation as close to zero as
possible.)

7. Move the torch block in either the lateral or longitudinal direction to shift the dial
indicator to the third corner of the table, and check the deviation again. If necessary,
adjust the knockout bolt so that the reading on the dial indicator comes down to zero
the same as for the second point. (Also try to reduce the deviation to as close to zero
as possible.)

8. Move the torch block in either the longitudinal or lateral direction to shift the dial
indicator to the fourth corner, and check the deviation. If necessary, adjust the bolt to
minimize the deviation.

9. After the zero point adjustments have been done at every measurement point, shift the
dial indicator again to re-confirm the deviation at each measured point. This
adjustment is completed when the readings on the dial indicator have fallen within a
0.2 mm deviation.

1.1.1.1 St
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The actual deviations can rarely be adjusted to zero due to the deviations in the surface
evenness and flatness of the alignment table. Use locknuts on leveling bolts to secure
position one leveled. Re-check if alignment plate gets shifted during the course of the
procedure.
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Note the deviation at each measurement point as to how much lower (or higher) the
measurement point is.

2) Checking the longitudinal and lateral inclinations of the torch lifter.

(1) Longitudinal inclination
1. Place a square or right angle fixture on the alignment table.
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NOTE:
See procedure to lower THC/Lifter speed before performing procedure. Lower THC
JOG SPEED to 10 RPM. Factory setting is 30 for normal operation.

2. Attach the dial indicator to the bracket for the link fixture.
3. Apply the dial indicator probe to the lower part of the square and adjust the zero point.
4. Move the torch lifter upward about 50 mm and check the reading on the dial indicator.

The deviation must be within 0.5 mm. The lifter mount plate requires re-adjustment
with shim or adjustment screws if the deviation exceeds 0.5 mm.

(2) Lateral inclination
1. Place the square on the alignment table.

2. Place the dial indicator on the bracket for the link fixture the same as when confirming

the longitudinal inclination.

3. Apply the dial indicator probe to the lower part of the square and adjust the zero point.
4. Move the torch lifter upward about 50 mm and check the reading on the dial indicator.

The deviation must be within 0.5 mm. The lifter mount plate needs re-adjusting by

inclining it. if the deviation exceeds 0.5 mm.
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3) Inspection and adjustment for the pivoting point origin
1. Operate the control panel to reset the pivoting point to its origin.

2. Apply try squares to the bracket for the bevel angle drive unit and check if the front

surface of the carriage is parallel to the try squares.
3. With FANUC controllers only move the proximity switch to adjust the difference

between dimensions "A" and "B" to within1 mm.

4. With VOYAGER controller’s reference “Homing the C-axis procedure” Do not
relocate the home switch or trip arm located on drive sprocket.
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4) Inspection and adjustment for the center of the bevel angle
1. Reset the bevel angle to its origin. Reference” Link homing procedure”.
2. Attach the tilt angle alignment plate to the lateral face of the bevel angle drive unit and

measure the difference between the dimensions "A" and "B". The difference must not
exceed 0.5 mm. Adjust the striker for the angle origin if the difference exceeds 0.5

mm.
3. Apply the dial indicator to the lateral side of the link unit and slowly rotate the unit 360
degrees.
NOTE: Reference “Changing the rotation speed” procedure to slow the rotation speed during
this procedure. Reference “Disabling the rotate home proximity switch”.
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4. Loosen the clamp screws on the bevel angle drive unit and adjust the deviation by

turning the adjustment screw so that the dial indicator fluctuates evenly to the positive

and negative sides.
The fluctuations on the dial indicator must fall within 1.0 mm (plus and minus 0.5

mm).
5. Apply the dial indicator to the front face of the link unit and slowly turn the unit 360 degrees.
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6. Loosen the clamp screws on the bevel angle drive unit and adjust the deviation by

turning the adjustment screw so that the dial indicator fluctuates evenly to the positive

and negative sides.
The fluctuations must fall within 1.0 mm (plus and minus 0.5 mm).

7. Adjust the stroke for the groove angle. Adjust the strikers (limit switch trips), for

stroke ends so that the bevel angle over-travels both at +47 and -47 degrees while

checking the angle indicator on the operating panel.
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8. At the origin of the bevel angle, apply the square to the front and lateral faces of the

link unit and check if the link unit is correctly set at a true right angle.

9. When horizontal level is not correct, adjust the base under the link unit. It is adjusted

by placement of a jack under the base for support. Lightly loosen the screws at the
base as shown in the following figure just so the base can slide. Tap the base with a

soft hammer while maintaining base level. Adjust it within 0.5mm the space with

square. Afterwards, confirm level under the base using dial indicator.

Base
Jack

Base Mount screw

Lifter mount bar

Dial indicator

Jack

Base Mount screw
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10. If the unit is not set at a true right angle, then adjust the sliding unit on the link unit

fixture.

11. Confirming that the torch holder is level.
Set the dial indicator under the frame and adjust to “0".

Measure the numerical value of the dial indicator when the carriage is horizontally

moved.
Confirm the numerical value is within 0.1mm.

When the numerical value is not in the range,

Loosen the screw in the part mounting the frame to the arm1 and adjust height.

Arm 1

Flame 5 Mount screws

Flame 5

Dial indicator

Arm 1

Flame 6

Dial indicator
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12. Remove the plasma torch from the torch holder.

13. Attach the angle alignment test bar in the ballpoint penholder. Then install the
penholder in the torch holder with the penholder aligned with the positioning pin.

Make sure that the torch holder clamp face is free from dust and debris.
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14. Place an angle indicator or square on the alignment table and adjust the torch to a true

right angle. Adjust the longitudinal/lateral adjustment plate attached to the link unit.
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15. Replace the test bar with a marking ballpoint pen and check the bevel angle.

When the torch inclines in a clockwise direction, it is referred to as "+", and

the counter clockwise direction is referred to as "-" in this operating manual.

16. Place a sheet of paper on the alignment table.

17. Gradually lower the lifter so that the bottom face of the link attachment bracket is

about 95 mm above the surface of the alignment table. (This means a temporary
setting of about 10 mm higher than the designated focal height.)

NOTE: Using precision scale set height at front lowest edge of link attachment

bracket/base.
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18. Draw longitudinal marking lines at 0, +30, and -30 degrees.

Make sure that the distances between the lines at 0 and +30 and between 0 and -30

are identical. (The actual distances between the lines are not important.)

If the distances are not identical, then re-adjust the longitudinal/lateral adjustment plate

attached to the link unit.
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19. Rotate the pivot drive unit 90 degrees and draw lateral marking lines at 0, +30, and -

30 degrees. Make sure the distances between the lines at 0 and +30 and between 0

and -30 are identical. (As with the longitudinal lines, the actual distances between
the lines do not matter.)

If the distances are not identical, then adjust the longitudinal/lateral adjustment plate

attached to the link unit.
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20. Adjusting the height setting for the link unit

Gradually lower the lifter so that the bottom face of the link axis is 108 mm above

the surface of the alignment table or the bottom face of the link attachment bracket is
85 mm above the same point.

21. Draw longitudinal lines at the bevel angles of 0, +30, and -30 degrees. Make sure
that the three lines are united into one line as shown in the figure below.
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The left figure shows the lines when the link setting is higher, and the right figure shows

the lines when the link setting is lower. Check the marking lines and adjust the link

height on the lifter so that the lines are united into one line. The adjusted height, the "link
setting height" or "dimension under the link axis bottom face," becomes the designated

link setting height for this equipment.

6. Calibration and adjustment of the angle
1. Mount the test bar to the dummy torch holder.
2. Tilt 45 deg and check the angle equation by 90deg rotate position (+X,-X,+Y,-Y)
3. If each angle are different, adjust by the arm mount bracket to minimum deviation.

Angle arm mount screw
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7) Inspection and adjustment for torch height
1. Remove the ballpoint pen holder and the marking ballpoint pen.

2. Make sure that the clamp face of the torch holder is free from dust and debris.

3. Attach the plasma torch and align it with the positioning pin.
4. Temporarily fix the plasma torch at a slightly higher position.

5. Insert an 8.5-11-mm height gauge under the plasma torch. 10mm for Proline 2260.

6. Lower the plasma torch until it touches the height gauge.

7. Fasten the clamp band and fix the plasma torch.

NOTES: The specified standoff distance where all commanded angles are projected

through the same focal point is relative to the height gauge setting of the torch within the

holder with the torch block is placed 85mm from the plate surface.
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